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A dolly in a bubbly bath, three rubbery bath ducks, a shiny octopus, a sparkly mermaid, and more

â€” the images in this board book will appeal to inquisitive babies and toddlers. Every page has a

texture to touch or foil and glitter to behold, encouraging sensory development and early reading

skills. With padded covers, simple images, and novelty textures, Baby Touch and Feel books

capture the attention of the very youngest children, and create an experience they'll want to repeat

again and again.
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This book is kind of lame compared to the other Baby Touch & Feel books. There are just

photographs of some ocean-related toys (a toy crab, a toy mermaid, for instance) but no "touch" or

"feel" portions. Go with one of the other books instead of this one.

I was extremely disappointed in this entire series of books. I bought them as a Christmas present for

my daughter and was shocked at the lack of meaningful sensory experiences. Some pages don't

even have any anything to touch or the raise is so insignificant that it can barely be felt. I do not

recommend this book if you're looking for a lot to "touch" or "feel."

I don't get it. We have a lot of these touch and feel products but this is just weird. The "touching"



parts are not very sensory (like shiny paper, for example) and the animals are strange and

sometimes made up.

Very cute book for my 9 month old (at the time)Granddaughter, she loves looking at the pictures and

feeling the pictures on the pages. I enjoy reading it to her and holding it up so she can touch the

pictures. This is a touch and feel book she will like when she is a few months older.

I bought several other Baby Touch and Feel books at the same time as this one. She loves the

animal books, but just hasn't gotten into this one yet. Bright pictures and interesting things to feel,

though.

This book has more shiny things in it than anything, which isn't exciting for a little one to "touch" and

feel.

The "touch" and feel is so pathetic, was hoping for a little more fabric or glitter to capture my

daughters attention, she hasn't noticed any differences between pages

Not enough textured parts. It's just a board book. The textures need to be bigger.
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